Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In February of 2018 MERS-CoV was listed as a priority on the R&D Blueprint for the global strategy and preparedness plan outlined by the World Health Organization (WHO) \[[@CR1]\]. The R&D Blueprint includes viruses that pose a global public health risk, and for which there are no available therapeutic countermeasures \[[@CR1]\]. Twenty-seven countries have reported cases of MERS-CoV with most cases confined to the Arabian Peninsula. Diagnosed cases of MERS-CoV in countries outside the Arabian Peninsula are primarily traveler associated. The potential for global spread of MERS-CoV was realized in 2015 when a single traveler returning to South Korea initiated an outbreak that infected 186 people resulting in 20% fatality and caused widespread fear that crippled the economy for nearly 6 months \[[@CR2]--[@CR4]\]. Human-to-human transmission is often associated with close contact in the health care setting, but can also occur between family members within a household \[[@CR5]\]. Asymptomatic individuals pose a particular risk of transmission due to their unknown carrier status as demonstrated in the health care setting \[[@CR6]\]. Despite the high percent of fatalities associated with MERS-CoV outbreaks on the Arabian Peninsula most epidemiological studies suggest R~0~ values \<1, indicative of a low risk of sustainable human-to-human transmission, whereas epidemiological studies from the South Korean outbreak describe R~0~ values (\>1) akin to more sustainable human-to-human transmission \[[@CR7]\]. Recurring spillover events from dromedary camels (zoonotic reservoir for MERS-CoV on the Arabian Peninsula) likely contribute to newly diagnosed cases in humans \[[@CR8]--[@CR10]\]. The potential for continuous reintroduction to humans increases the risk of MERS-CoV adapting in humans to acquire enhanced human-to-human transmission profiles, a scenario suspected to have initiated the SARS-CoV pandemic in 2002--2003 \[[@CR11]\]. Effective public health measures and culling of civet cats, the zoonotic host for SARS-CoV, brought the SARS-CoV pandemic to a rapid end \[[@CR11]\]. Eliminating MERS-CoV through culling of infected camel herds is not a practical solution. Furthermore, detection of pre-emergent MERS-CoV-like, and SARS-CoV-like, strains circulating in bat species indicate that the natural environment is ripe for future human exposures to potentially pathogenic coronaviruses \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\]. Therefore, the development of therapeutic countermeasures that can interfere with MERS-CoV pathogenesis is critical to break zoonotic-to-human and human-to-human transmission cycles that may instigate global spread.

Evaluating the toxicity and efficacy of novel MERS-CoV therapeutics require the availability of animal models that effectively recapitulate MERS-CoV pathogenesis during fatal cases of human infections. Therefore, the first question in generating a MERS-CoV animal model would be: What are the pathological features of a human infection? Limited histopathological findings from human autopsies indicate that fatal cases of MERS-CoV results from pneumonia initiated by infection of bronchiolar and alveolar epithelia of the lower respiratory tract (LRT) \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\]. Pneumonia in the LRT is also the prominent finding on radiographs from X-rays and CTs of diagnosed human cases \[[@CR17]\]. High viral loads in tracheal aspirates from patients are also associated with severe pulmonary disease \[[@CR18]\], which is indicative of actively replicating MERS-CoV in the LRT. Initial evaluation of the human MERS-CoV EMC/2012 isolate in rhesus macaques demonstrated replication in the LRT with mild pneumonia-like disease (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR28]\]. Achieving respiratory pathology reflecting a lethal human disease proved to be more complicated in nonhuman primates. Severe respiratory disease in the marmoset produced clinical endpoints consistent with fatal disease that required euthanasia (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR29], [@CR30]\]. Evaluation of two human isolates, Jordan and EMC/2012, and a tissue culture-adapted MERS-CoV strain (MERS-0) in nonhuman primates resulted in mild disease in rhesus macaques or marmosets (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR31]--[@CR33]\], confounding the reproducibility of near-lethal disease in NHPs. Nonhuman primates are central to late-stage preclinical evaluation of therapeutic countermeasures, but may be impractical for initial preclinical studies. A small animal model may be applicable if there is limited therapeutic available for toxicity and efficacy testing, especially if large animal numbers are needed to determine confidence and reproducibility.Fig. 1Timeline of the mammalian models evaluated for MERS-CoV pathogenesis between 2012 and 2019. Specific events since the emergence of MERS-CoV in 2012 are emphasized above the timeline. References to mammalian models evaluated for MERS-CoV pathogenesis comprise hamster \[[@CR19]\], ferret \[[@CR20]\], rabbit \[[@CR21]--[@CR24]\], camel \[[@CR25]--[@CR27]\], nonhuman primates \[[@CR28]--[@CR35]\], and mouse \[[@CR36]--[@CR48]\]

Early studies in mouse, hamster, and ferret revealed that conventional small animal models were fully resistant to MERS-CoV infection and replication (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR19], [@CR20], [@CR36]\]. A seminal study identifying the MERS-CoV receptor as human dipeptidyl peptidase IV ( hDPP4) \[[@CR49]\], and publication of the crystal structure of hDPP4 interacting with the receptor binding domain (RBD ) of the MERS-CoV spike protein \[[@CR50]\], exposed tropism determinants critical for susceptibility. Dipeptidyl peptidase IV contact amino acids at the hDPP4/RBD interface are highly conserved among MERS-CoV-susceptible mammalian species (human, camel, and bat) (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR51]\]. Although mouse, hamster, ferret, and guinea pig DPP4 orthologs exhibit high overall similarity to hDPP4, specific amino acid differences at the DPP4/RBD interface account for the inability of these species to support infection \[[@CR51]--[@CR56]\]. Overexpression of a mouse DPP4 (mDPP4) with changes in the contact residues at the DPP4/RBD altered cellular profiles from resistant to susceptible to MERS-CoV infection \[[@CR52], [@CR53], [@CR56]\]. The dependence on DPP4-specific contact was further substantiated by similar studies evaluating modified DPP4 orthologs from the hamster, ferret, and guinea pig \[[@CR55]\]. Dipeptidyl peptidase IV was identified as the major determinant of MERS-CoV tropism.Fig. 2Comparison of DPP4 from different species. (**a**) Horizontal view of the crystal structure (PDB , 4L72) of human DPP4 (light gray) interacting with the MERS-CoV receptor binding domain (RBD; blue). The contact residues of human DPP4 with MERS-CoV RBD are highlighted in dark gray. (**b**) A 90° rotation, demonstrating the vertical view of (A). (**c**) Zoomed-in view of the human DPP4 structure (light gray) with highlighted MERS-CoV RBD contact residues (dark gray). Species-specific contact residues that differ from human are highlighted in red

MERS-CoV Mouse Models {#Sec2}
---------------------

Researchers rapidly leveraged knowledge of the DPP4 receptor to generate susceptible small animal models (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR12]\]. Zhao et al. utilized a unique approach for producing susceptible mice that could replicate human isolates of MERS-CoV in the lungs by infecting mouse lungs with an adenovirus that constitutively expresses the full-length hDPP4 gene (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR37]\]. Transient expression of hDPP4 supported infection and replication with human strains of MERS-CoV in the lungs and indicated that this technology may be an effective rapid response platform for initial evaluation of emergent and pre-emergent viruses. However, pathology associated with a fatal MERS-CoV infection was not observed in the Ad-hDPP4 model \[[@CR37]\], which limited the capacity to evaluate the efficacy of therapeutic countermeasures.

Genetic engineering of mice would be necessary to develop preclinical MERS-CoV mouse models with respiratory phenotypes that reflected clinical outcomes in patients. Knock-in of full-length hDPP4 rendered mice susceptible to human isolates of MERS-CoV at low infection doses (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR38]--[@CR40]\]. Knock-in mice exhibited severe pulmonary pathology and increased mortality; however, widespread constitutive expression of full-length hDPP4 resulted in high levels of MERS-CoV infection and replication in extrapulmonary tissues \[[@CR38]--[@CR40]\]. In some studies, higher viral loads could be detected in the brain compared to the lungs \[[@CR39], [@CR40]\]. Mice with infections of the central nervous system (CNS ) exhibited encephalitis that corresponded with the kinetics of mortality \[[@CR39]\]. Currently, there is no evidence to support a CNS component associated with MERS-CoV pathogenesis in humans. Attempts to restrict hDPP4 expression to epithelial cells of the lungs using constitutive tissue specific promoters (e.g., cytokeratin K18) yielded outcomes similar to those observed with SARS-CoV mouse models, wherein high levels of MERS-CoV infection/replication were detected in the brains (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR39]\].

To circumvent confounding problems associated with global bio-distribution of overexpressed hDPP4 receptor, researchers engineered mouse models using sophisticated molecular approaches. Pascal et al. employed Regeneron's VelociGene technology to replace sequences encoding nearly the entire mDPP4 genomic region with those encoding the exons/introns from the hDPP4 genetic region (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR41]\]. Retaining the mDPP4 5′ and 3′ genetic elements that regulate expression maintained inherent expression profiles of full-length hDPP4 in mice \[[@CR41]\]. Importantly, MERS-CoV infection/replication was readily detected in the lungs with little involvement of extrapulmonary tissues \[[@CR41]\]. Infection with human isolates of MERS-CoV caused moderate respiratory pathology with mortality determined by euthanasia of mice at 20% weight loss \[[@CR41]\]. Unfortunately, commercial restrictions limit the availability and use of this model to the broader scientific community. In addition to the concerns raised above, the first generation of mouse models was developed with the full-length hDPP4, which may alter the inherent physiological properties of the mouse.

The multifaceted involvement of DPP4 in maintaining immune homeostasis is of significant importance regarding susceptibility to infectious disease \[[@CR57]\]. DPP4 exists in two forms: (1) a membrane anchored form on the surface of multiple cells types (e.g., B cells, T cells, NK cells, and epithelial cells to mention a few) and (2) a secreted form that can be identified in human serum \[[@CR57]\]. DPP4 interacts with and modifies heterologous protein molecules involved in nociception, neuroendocrine function, metabolism, cardiovascular function, immune regulation, and infection \[[@CR57]\]. Modification of heterologous protein function can proceed through cleavage of *N*-terminal amino acids through the enzymatic activity of the α/*b*-hydroxylase domain, or allosteric interaction/signal transduction \[[@CR57]\]. The species specificity of DPP4 is exemplified by the interaction of hDPP4 with adenosine deaminase (ADA), a well-recognized binding partner of hDPP4, which modulates downstream T cell functions \[[@CR58]--[@CR60]\]. The hDPP4/ADA interaction evolved in higher mammalian species (human, NHP, bovine, rabbit), but not in mouse or rat \[[@CR58]--[@CR60]\]. Interestingly, in one study ADA was demonstrated to block infection of MERS-CoV in tissue culture \[[@CR20]\], indicating that the binding site on hDPP4 for ADA, and the MERS-CoV RBD, may overlap. Consequently, introducing full-length hDPP4 into mice may skew innate immune mechanisms that could influence responses to therapeutic countermeasures.

In the second generation of MERS-CoV-susceptible mouse models amino acid residues predicted to function at the mDPP4/MERS-CoV RBD interface were modified to avoid the introduction of full-length hDPP4 (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR42], [@CR43]\]. Li et al. recently developed a mouse model wherein the *mDPP4* genomic region encompassing exons 10--12 were replaced with the respective genomic region from *hDPP4*, referred to as an hDPP4 knock-in model (hDPP4-KI) \[[@CR43]\]. Exons 10--12 encode contact amino acids at the hDPP4/MERS-CoV RBD interface that were able to support replication of human MERS-CoV isolates in the lungs, but did not elicit a mortality phenotype \[[@CR43]\]. Adaptive evolution of human MERS-CoV in the hDPP4-KI mouse resulted in mouse-adapted viruses that evoked a lethal respiratory phenotype with little involvement of extrapulmonary tissues. The lethal respiratory phenotype is a consequence of novel mutations acquired during adaptive evolution. A combination of mutations in both the S1 and S2 regions of the MERS-CoV spike protein facilitated a lethal respiratory phenotype \[[@CR43]\]. Results in the hDPP4-KI model substantiate an earlier mouse model referred to as the 288--330^+/+^ model, which was designed with only two amino acid changes in mDPP4 to generate MERS-CoV susceptible mice.

Genetic engineering and implementation of the 288--330^+/+^ mouse model, combined with MERS-CoV adaptive evolution, is the subject of this chapter. Initial studies in tissue culture revealed that human and rodent cell types were resistant to MERS-CoV infection upon overexpression of mDPP4; however, overexpression of hDPP4 conferred permissivity to infection/replication \[[@CR53]\]. Comparative structural modeling of hDPP4 and mDPP4 revealed putative contact residues in mDPP4 amenable to modification at the DPP4/RBD interface. Modification of two amino acids (A288L and T330R) was sufficient to endow mDPP4 with the capacity to mediate MERS-CoV infection/replication \[[@CR53]\]. Shortly after the emergence of MERS-CoV into humans in 2012, the CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing technology became available for applications to modify mammalian genomes in vitro and in vivo \[[@CR61]--[@CR63]\]. Recognizing our unique situation, we designed CRISPR/Cas9 targets to modify the mouse genome encoding amino acids A288 and T330 in exons 10 and 11 of the *mDPP4* gene (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR12], [@CR42]\]. Concomitant with mouse development, in vitro studies were initiated to adapt MERS-CoV to the modified mDPP4 \[[@CR42]\]. Tissue culture adaption resulted in MERS-0 virus, which contained an RMR insertion and S885L mutation in the S2 region of the MERS-CoV spike protein \[[@CR42]\]. A MERS-0 molecular clone exhibited enhanced replication kinetics and higher titers compared to human MERS-CoV isolates. Additionally, the MERS-0 virus replicated to higher levels in the lungs of 288--330^+/+^ mice, compared to human and camel MERS-CoV isolates \[[@CR42]\]. Based on these data the MERS-0 virus was used to initiate passaging in mice heterozygous for mDPP4 with A288L and T330R mutations, 288--330^+/−^ (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We reasoned that adaptation around one expressed copy of the mDPP4 with 288--330 mutations, and a wild-type mDPP4 expressed copy, might cultivate generation of a mouse-adapted MERS-CoV that could utilize wild-type mDPP4 as the primary receptor. After 15 passages we obtained a mouse-adapted MERS-CoV (MERS15c2) exhibiting a lethal respiratory phenotype in the 288--330^+/+^ mice \[[@CR42]\]. Our MERS-CoV reverse genetic system was used to generate an infectious clone of the mouse-adapted virus, icMERSma1 \[[@CR42]\]. Lethal respiratory pathology with icMERSma1 required high infectious doses (5 × 10^6^ Pfu). An additional 20 passages of icMERSma1 in 288--330^+/−^ mice bore a novel mouse-adapted MERS-CoV that produced lethal respiratory disease at doses of 5 × 10^5^ Pfu, and lung pathology associated with severe respiratory disease at 5 × 10^4^ to 5 × 10^5^ Pfu \[[@CR44]\] (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This MERS-CoV model system (288--330^+/+^ mice and mouse-adapted MERS-CoV viruses) is now being employed to: (1) understand complex virus-host interactions \[[@CR12], [@CR31], [@CR42], [@CR64]--[@CR67]\], (2) evaluate antibody-based therapeutics \[[@CR42]\], (3) evaluate drug-based therapeutic countermeasures \[[@CR68]\], and (4) evaluate anti-MERS-CoV vaccines \[[@CR42], [@CR66]\]. The goal of this chapter is to provide an outline of how to rationally design a mouse with altered susceptibility to MERS-CoV. For additional information there are a number of detailed reviews and book chapters describing the design and utilization of the CRISPR/Cas9 technology for generating mouse models \[[@CR69], [@CR70]\].Fig. 3CRISPR/Cas9 mediated genetic engineering of mouse DPP4. (**a**) In vitro validation of guide RNAs via Cas9 endonuclease assay (image was kindly provided by Dale Cowley in the Animal Models Core Facility at the University of North Carolina). Agarose gel separation based on size allows for discrimination between target DNA, Cas9 digested targets, and guide RNAs. (**b**) Schematic utilizing CRISPR/Cas9 technology to genetically engineer mice. Fertilized C57BL/6 J zygotes are collected and injected with RNA encoding Cas9, DPP4 single guide RNA, and oligos to facilitate homology-directed repair (HDR). Microinjected zygotes are implanted into pseudopregnant recipient female C57BL/6 J mice. Offspring are screened by sequencing for the intended change at positions 288 and 330. Mice identified as having the appropriate changes are backcrossed to C57BL/6 J mice to maintain the pure C57BL/6 J background, or may be crossed to any desired strain (e.g., BALB/cJ or 129S1/SvImJ). (**c**) Table describing sequences of Cas9 guide RNAs and oligos for HDR to genetically engineer amino acid changes at position 288 (Ala to Leu) and 330 (Thr to Arg). (**d**) Sequencing chromatograms highlighting how the F0 offspring from embryo implantation can be a mosaic of insertion/deletions (InDel's) generated by random non-homologous end joining from Cas9 cutting at the genomic alleles, and the HDR repair that incorporates the intended changes encoding amino acids at positions 288 and 330. Pure homozygous 288--330^+/+^ lines were obtained by backcrossing onto C57BL/6 J mice. The highlighted mutations CAA (TTG in the reverse orientation) and AGA encode the novel 288 L and 330R amino acidsFig. 4Mouse adaptation of MERS-0 in 288--330^+/−^ mice. 288/330^+/−^ mice were intranasally infected with 50 μL of MERS-0. Three days after infection lungs were harvested, homogenized in 1 mL PBS with glass beads, and 50 μL of the supernatant from the lung homogenate was used to infect the next round of 288--330^+/−^ mice. Serial lung passages are performed for 15 \[[@CR42]\] to 35 \[[@CR44]\] rounds

Materials {#Sec3}
=========

Tissue Culture Adaptation of MERS-CoV to mDPP4 Harboring the A288L and T330R Mutations {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mouse fibroblast NIH/3T3 cells (ATCC, cat\# CRL-1658) stably expressing mDPP4 with A288L and T330R mutations \[[@CR42]\].NIH/3T3 maintenance in standard DMEM media supplemented with 10% FBS and 1× antibiotic/antimycotic.MERS-CoV-tRFP recombinant virus generated using coronavirus reverse genetics \[[@CR71]\].See plaque assay materials for clonal isolation and expansion (Subheading [2.8](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}).

Intranasal Infection of 288--330^+/+^ Mice {#Sec5}
------------------------------------------

Virus diluted in viral growth medium (OptiMEM, 3% Fetal Clone II, 1× antibiotic/antimycotic, 1× NEAA). Select a virus concentration that is appropriate for the specific study design.Sterile 1 mL syringes and needles.Ketamine/xylazine mixture (100 mg/mL stock solution, Akorn, Lake Forest, IL).Scale capable of weighing mice ranging from 10 to 50 g.Ear punch tool.

Monitoring Morbidity and Mortality {#Sec6}
----------------------------------

Scale capable of weighing mice ranging from 10 to 50 g.Plastic cup to hold mice while weighing.Plastic square to cover plastic cup.

Assessment of Respiratory Function as Additional Metric for Morbidity {#Sec7}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Buxco system.

Harvest of Lungs from Infected Mice {#Sec8}
-----------------------------------

Scale capable of weighing mice ranging from 10 to 50 g.Sealable jar filled with paper towels and isoflurane (99.9% isofluorane, Piramal, Andhra Pradesh, India).Styrofoam board.Two 50 mL conical tubes filled with 70% ethanol and Cidecon.Scissors, forceps, and metal pins.Collection tubes prefilled with appropriate solutions.

Harvest of Bronchoalveolar Lavage (BAL) from Infected Mice {#Sec9}
----------------------------------------------------------

Styrofoam board.Sealable jar filled with paper towels and isoflurane.Two 50 mL conical tubes filled with 70% ethanol and Cidecon.Surgical tools (scissors, forceps, and metal pins).Collection tubes.Safelet catheters 22G X1″(Exel International).PBS filled 1 mL luer lock syringe.

Harvest of Blood and BAL for Hematological Analysis via VetScan HM5 {#Sec10}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Styrofoam board.Sealable jar filled with paper towels and isoflurane.Two 50 mL conical tubes filled with 70% ethanol and Cidecon.Surgical tools (scissors, forceps, and metal pins).EDTA prefilled collection tubes.Safelet catheters.PBS filled 1 mL luer lock syringe.

Plaque Assay of Lungs from Infected Mice {#Sec11}
----------------------------------------

Homogenizer .Centrifuge.Vero CCL81 cells (ATCC, Manassas, VA) grown in appropriate medium (DMEM, 10% Fetal Clone II, 1× antibiotic/antimycotic).6-Well plates.Two bottles (250 mL or 500 mL) for overlay.Dilution tube boxes (96 tube format) filled with 450 μL PBS.Overlay: one bottle with water and agarose (0.8 g/100 mL); one bottle with 2× medium (high glucose MEM, 20% Fetal Clone II, 2× antibiotic/antimycotic).Microwave.Bead bath (37 °C and 56 °C).Incubator at 37 °C.

Methods {#Sec12}
=======

*Important*: All experiments using MERS-CoV strains should be executed under BSL3 conditions in accordance with Institutional Biosafety Committee approval, and under the governance of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases within the National Institute of Health.

Tissue Culture Adaptation of MERS-CoV to mDPP4 Harboring the A288L and T330R Mutations (*See***Note 1**) {#Sec13}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Passaging was initiated with a MERS-CoV infectious clone generated using reverse genetics techniques to staple together sequences similar to the human EMC/2012 strain \[[@CR71], [@CR72]\] (*see* **Note 2**).Mouse NIH 3T3 cells were generated to stably express the mDPP4 containing the A288L and T330R mutations \[[@CR42]\] (*see* **Note 3**).Seed NIH 3T3 cells stably expressing the modified mDPP4 receptor on 6-well plates at 1 × 10^6^ cells/well.24 h after seeding, infect cells with the rMERS-CoV at an MOI of 0.1--0.001 (*see* **Note 4**).If the virus is labeled with a fluorescent marker, cells are monitored for increased fluorescence at 24, 48, and 72 h post-infection using a fluorescent microscope (*see* **Note 5**).Plaque-like islands of tRFP-expressing cells are indicative of replicating virus.Harvest supernatant from infected cells at 48 to72 h. This is considered the passage 1 (P1) virus.The passaging cycle is continued by diluting the supernatant 1:100--1:1000 and repeating the infection on fresh NIH/3T3 cells stably expressing mDPP4 with the A288L and T330R mutations.After a predetermined number of passages the region encoding the spike protein of MERS-CoV is sequenced using RT-PCR to amplify the region of interest followed by standard Sanger sequencing (*see* **Note 6**).After 10 passages viruses were plaque purified by diluting the heterogenous stock of virus 10^−1^to 10^−6^, and infecting a monolayer of Vero CCL81 cells similar to a standard plaque assay.Single plaques are isolated using a pipet tip and the virus expanded on a freshly seeded monolayer of Vero CCL81 cells.Virus stocks are generated, viral RNA is isolated using standard TRIzol purification, and the region encoding the MERS-CoV spike protein is amplified by standard RT-PCR techniques and sequenced using standard Sanger sequencing.Mutations identified by sequencing must be confirmed using a reverse genetic system to generate an infectious clone encoding the identified mutations \[[@CR72]\]. Cockrell et al. validated the MERS-0 virus in this manner \[[@CR42]\].

Engineering the 288--330^+/+^ Mouse Model with CRISPR/Cas9 Homology-Directed Repair Genome Editing (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) {#Sec14}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The details for generating and using the CRISPR/Cas9 system to generate mutations are outlined in the materials and methods by Cockrell et al. \[[@CR42]\]. Notably, the 288--330^+/+^ mice were initially generated in the Animal Models Core facility at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The extensive technical expertise required for genetic engineering of mice is the subject of many expert reviews and book chapters that will not be covered here. Nevertheless, we provide a conceptual overview of the steps to generate the 288--330^+/+^ mice*.*Design guide RNAs to target each of the A288 and T330 alleles. Cockrell et al. designed the guide RNAs to direct the Cas9 to cut as near the mutation site as possible (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) (*see* **Note 7** for helpful resources to design and genetically engineer mouse knockouts).Test guide RNAs in vitro for the capacity to cut a target sequence (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Generate double-stranded ODNs or a plasmid containing the target sequence with the correct PAM site.Assemble ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes according to manufacturer's instructions (*see* **Note 8**).Subject double-stranded DNA with target sequence to RNP complexes and assess digestion pattern on an agarose gel (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Two separate oligos are also designed to introduce the novel mutations on exons 10 (A288L ) and 11 (T330R) of mDPP4, through homology-directed repair (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Fertilized zygotes are collected from C57BL/6J female mice that were superovulated and mated to male C57BL/6J mice.In vitro transcribed RNAs encoding the guide sequences and Cas9 endonuclease, combined with ODNs encoding the replacement alleles for 288 and 330 in mDPP4, were all pronuclear injected into the fertilized zygote \[[@CR42]\] (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The fertilized zygotes were from C57BL/6J mice.The injected embryos were implanted into pseudopregnant recipient females.Newly born pups were screened for the presence of the correct change at the 288 and 330 alleles by standard PCR amplification and Sanger sequencing (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) (*see* **Note 9**).Mice identified to have both mutations were crossed with wild-type C57BL/6J mice to obtain heterozygous mice with the mutated 288 L and 330R alleles in *cis*.The F1 heterozygous mice were intercrossed to generate homozygous breeders to develop the 288--330^+/+^ colony, and for utilization in subsequent experiments.The mouse colony is maintained under conditions delineated by the institutional Department of Comparative Medicine (DCM) and Institutional Animal Use and Care Committee (IACUC).

*Important:* All experiments infecting mice with various MERS-CoV wild-type or recombinant isolates are performed under BSL3/ABSL3 conditions. The generation of recombinant isolates requires prior approval of the Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC). Additionally, all animal experiments should have prior approval according to the Institutional Animal Use and Care Committee (IACUC), Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC), and in accordance with the recommendations for the care and use of animals by the Office of Laboratory Animal Welfare at NIH.

Intranasal Infection of 288--330^+/−^ and 288--330^+/+^ Mice {#Sec15}
------------------------------------------------------------

Mice are randomly assigned into cohorts specifically paying attention to include age- and sex-matched control animals.Individual mice are made identifiable (e.g., ear notch, ear clip, tail mark).288--330^+/+^ mice are brought into the BSL3 laboratory 7 days before start of the experiment to allow for environmental acclimation.Mice are anesthetized via intraperitoneal injection of 50--100 μL of a ketamine (50 mg/kg)/xylazine (15 mg/kg) mixture (*see* **Note 10**).Level of anesthesia is assessed by pedal reflex.Measure initial weight (Day 0 weight) while waiting for mouse to be anesthetized (*see* **Note 11**).Once a pedal reflex is no longer triggered, mice should be immediately infected by the intranasal route. Holding the animal vertically, apply 50 μL of virus solution by pipetting onto their nostrils and allow them to inhale. To ensure that all of the 50 μL reach the lower respiratory tract hold the mouse upright for an additional 30 s (*see* **Note 12**).Note any inconsistencies during infection, including: (1) presence of bubbles of inoculum from nasal cavity, (2) occurrence of inoculum in mouth, or (3) failure to inhale entire dose of inoculum. Notes will help to explain potential inconsistencies in readout parameters and may be used as exclusion criteria for inefficient infections.Mice are put back into the cage and placed on their back to ensure virus solution will stay in the lungs. Note: Cages are returned to cage rack, but the respiration of mice is continuously monitored by observing breathing.Place mice next to each other to keep body temperature as close to normal as possible.Check cage after 30--45 min to confirm that all mice wake up from anesthesia and infection.

Mouse Adaptation of MERS-0 in 288--330^+/−^ Mice (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) {#Sec16}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mouse adaptation was initiated in heterozygous 288--330^+/−^ mice by infecting with 50 μL of the MERS-0 infectious clone (*see* **Note 13**).At 3 days post-infection the mouse is euthanized by extended exposure to isoflurane. \~2 mL of isoflurane is added to the bottom of a jar that can be firmly sealed (*see* **Note 14**).A thoracotomy is performed to expose the lungs.Lungs are removed and placed in a 2 mL gasket sealed skirted screw cap tubes. Tubes are previously prepared with 1 mL of 1× PBS containing \~5--10 mm of glass beads.Lungs are homogenized for 60 s in a bead homogenizer.Lung lysates are centrifuged in a microcentrifuge for 5 min at max speed to pellet debris.This is considered passage 1 (P1) and 50 μL of lung homogenate is used to infect a naïve 288--330^+/−^ mouse.The process is repeated for a desired number of cycles.

Monitoring Morbidity and Mortality {#Sec17}
----------------------------------

After infection mice are monitored daily for weight loss for the entire duration of the experiment.To record daily weights, pick up mice by the tail, identify by ear notch, and place into cup on a scale. Record weight and calculate percentage of starting body weight (*see* **Note 15**).Mice can also be monitored to determine if they are moribund using a clinical scoring scale whereby: 0 = no clinical signs; 1 = ruffled fur; 2 = ruffled fur with hunched posture (only slight with no signs of dehydration); 3 = as defined in number 2 with more severe signs of dehydration and some loss of body strength; 4 = pronounced dehydration and prominent loss of mobility; 5 = unresponsive to stimuli and prominent eye squinting.It is important to note that weight loss might not always be the most appropriate parameter and animals should be euthanized at the discretion of the researcher even if animals have not reached 80% of their starting weight.Mice that approach 80% of their starting body weight (20% weight loss) are euthanized via isoflurane overdose followed by a secondary euthanasia method (thoracotomy or cervical dislocation). Depending on the experimental circumstances an institutionally approved exception may be implemented to allow continuation of the experiment (increasing the frequency with which the mice are monitored will likely need to be implemented) (*see* **Note 16**).

Assessment of Respiratory Function as an Additional Metric for Morbidity (A Brief Stepwise Overview) {#Sec18}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Acclimate individual mice for 30 min in plethysmography chamber (Buxco System, Wilmington, NC). A study by Menachery et al. comprehensively describes the application of plethysmography to infectious respiratory viruses in mouse models \[[@CR73]\] (*see* **Note 17**).A variety of lung function-related parameters are then recorded over a period of 5 min \[e.g., enhanced pause (PenH), mid-tidal expiratory flow (EF50), peak expiratory flow (PEF), and peak inspiratory flow (PIF)\].Respiratory function can be performed every day over the entire course of infection, or on single selected days. Investigating a novel respiratory virus may require the investigator to perform a time course to determine the most effective time points for measurement. The largest differences between groups typically correlate with peak viral replication.At each time point measured the mice need to be randomized into different chambers to avoid technical artifacts (e.g., a mouse measured at day 1 in chamber 1 should be evaluated in a different chamber on day 2 measurement). Practical considerations dictate that 8--12 animals can be measured at any one time, and each group of 8--12 mice may take an hour for a proficient technician. Therefore, experiments should be carefully planned to limit the number of mice to be evaluated.Mice that are difficult to handle can be slightly anesthetized by applying isoflurane to the chamber in order to remove them from the chamber and return to their cage (*see* **Note 18**).

Measuring Lung Hemorrhage for Gross Assessment of Pathology and Harvesting the Lungs {#Sec19}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Important*: Removal of all samples from BSL3 facilities must be executed in accordance with the Institutional Biosafety Committee. Assays must either be performed inside the BSL3 laboratory or additional processing steps (validated to fully inactivate virus and approved by the IBC) must be executed before removal of samples to a BSL2 setting.Sacrifice mice by isoflurane overdose.Place on scale and record endpoint weights.Pin mouse on all four extremities to Styrofoam board using metal pins.Spray with 70% ethanol to avoid contamination of samples with fur.Remove fur over thorax.Open thorax, paying attention not to cut into lung tissue.Assess lung tissue for reddish discoloration and record severity by applying a number 0 (no hemorrhaging) to 4 (severe hemorrhaging in all lobes of the lungs).Harvest lung tissue and place in tubes prefilled with sample type specific solution.Put scissors and forceps first into Cidecon to remove any residual blood and then into 70% ethanol in order to not cross-contaminate samples.Whole lung can be used for one assay or different lobes can be used for different assays.

Collecting Blood from Infected Mice {#Sec20}
-----------------------------------

**Steps 1**--**6** from Subheading [3.7](#Sec19){ref-type="sec"}.Cut into superior vena cava and collect blood with a pipette.Blood is typically transferred to a serum/plasma separation tube that allows for separation of serum/plasma from cells.In the event that it is necessary to harvest cells for flow cytometry analysis or VetScan HM5 analysis, the blood sample can be transferred to a tube containing EDTA. Note: VetScan HM5 is a veterinary diagnostic machine that analyzes basic immune cell counts and additional hematological parameters within 2 min.All VetScan assays are performed under BSL3 conditions. Removal of samples for downstream analysis outside of BSL3 conditions require specific inactivation procedures that must be pre-approved by the institutional biosafety committee.

Collecting Bronchoalveolar Lavage (BAL) from Infected Mice {#Sec21}
----------------------------------------------------------

**Steps 1**--**6** from Subheading [3.7](#Sec19){ref-type="sec"}.Expose trachea and enter with catheter.Remove needle part of catheter and attach 1 ml luer lock syringe prefilled with 1 mL of 1× PBS.Carefully inject 1 mL PBS into lungs, wait for 30 s, and pull 1× PBS back out. This is the BAL sample.Place sample into a fresh collection tube.Use a new catheter for every mouse.In the event that it is necessary to harvest cells for flow cytometry analysis or VetScan HM5 analysis, the BAL sample can be transferred to an empty tube or a tube containing EDTA, respectively.All VetScan assays are performed under BSL3 conditions. Removal of samples for downstream analysis outside of BSL3 conditions require specific inactivation procedures that must be pre-approved by the institutional biosafety committee.

Plaque Assay of Lungs from Infected Mice (Performed Under BSL3 Conditions) {#Sec22}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

One day prior to performing the assay, seed 5 × 10^5^ Vero CCL81 cells into each well of a 6-well plate (one plate per sample).Prepare overlay: 2× medium + agar in water (1:1). You will need 2 mL overlay per well.Place 2× medium bottle into 37 °C bead bath.Heat 0.8% agar in water in a microwave and place at 56 °C.Thaw lung samples in tubes filled with 1 mL of 1× PBS and glass beads.Once thawed, place into tissue homogenizer for 60 s.Centrifuge at 13,000 rpm (∼15,000 × g) for 5 min.Transfer 50 μL of sample into 450 μL of PBS. Mix samples well.Perform serial tenfold dilutions (10^−1^ to 10^−6^).Transfer 200 μL of each dilution to individual wells on a 6-well plate.Incubate for 1 h, rocking 6-well plates every 15 min.Mix 2× medium with dissolved agarose.Put 2 mL of overlay onto every well.Place in 37 °C incubator for 3 days.Virus plaques are visualized by neutral red staining (2 mL/well) and using a lightbox. Count plaques to determine the number of plaque forming units per milliliter (Pfu/mL).

Notes {#Sec23}
=====

It is not necessary to initiate MERS-CoV adaptation in tissue culture first, as was demonstrated by Li et al. \[[@CR43]\]. Nonetheless, Cockrell et al. chose to initiate their MERS-CoV adaptation studies on tissue culture cells while the 288--330^+/+^ mice were in the process of being generated \[[@CR42]\]. Therefore, for the purposes of this chapter this is included as a potential starting point for MERS-CoV adaptation.Cockrell et al. initiated adaptation experiments with a rMERS-CoV expressing the tomato red protein in place of the Orf5 ORF \[[@CR42], [@CR71], [@CR72]\].This can also be achieved using a readily transfectable human embryonic fibroblast cell line such as HEK 293T cells and selecting for stably transfected cells.Cells can be counted by seeding an extra well, but it is safe to assume that the cell number is approximately doubled after 24 h.This can also be achieved using a microscope to assess plaque size if plaques can be readily detected.Since the major determinant of MERS-CoV tropism is the spike protein, it would be anticipated that mutations having the most significant impact on infection might occur within the gene encoding the spike protein. Nonetheless, as described by Cockrell et al., Douglas et al., and Li et al., a number of mouse-adapted mutations were identified in genetic regions outside of the spike gene, which may have a significant influence on virus fidelity and evasion of host immune responses \[[@CR42]--[@CR44]\].At the time that these mice were being generated in early 2014, CRISPR/Cas9 reagents were not readily available. Additionally, there were few bioinformatics tools available to facilitate guide RNA design and off-target potential. In the current research environment CRISPR/Cas9 reagents can be sourced from multiple commercial entities and there are a number of bioinformatics tools to assist with design. Addgene is a nonprofit plasmid repository where CRISPR reagents and resources can be readily obtained (<https://www.addgene.org/>). Additional guidance for generating mice using CRISPR/Cas9 technology can be found in more comprehensive protocols \[[@CR69], [@CR70]\].All relevant reagents and protocols can now be obtained from commercial sources as readily synthesized RNAs and purified proteins (e.g., Integrated DNA Technologies).Although a number of pups may be identified to have the correct mutation, many will likely be mosaic for random mutations including insertions/deletions due to the higher efficiency of non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) after Cas9 digestion compared to the desired HDR employed to mediate allele modification.The administered dose will depend on the weight of the animal which should be predetermined the day prior to initiating the experiment.It is not necessary to anesthetize mice for measuring daily weights.It is important that the inoculum reaches the lower respiratory tract for a successful MERS-CoV infection.Mouse adaptation can be initiated with any MERS-CoV strain that exhibits some pulmonary replication.Mice should never come into contact with the isoflurane. To prevent direct contact, a layer of aluminum foil is placed at the bottom of the jar and this is covered with two additional layers of paper towel.The percent body weight is typically calculated after leaving the BSL3 environment. Therefore, the weight sheets should have the anticipated weights of each animal at 20% weight loss. This will provide a real-time indication of when the mice are approaching the criteria established for humane euthanasia.Institutional approval is required for animals to be placed under exception. It cannot be emphasized enough that all animal work should be pre-approved by appropriate University IACUC and IBC committees and should be in accordance with the recommendations for the care and use of animals by the Office of Laboratory Animal Welfare at NIH.Assessing respiratory function using plethysmography under BSL3 conditions requires costly equipment and extensive training prior to use.Anesthesia should be avoided prior to measuring lung function to prevent interference with lung function measurements.
